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Abstract 

Interactive walkthroughs in voluminous graphical dat,a are 
made possible on current computers only if various strategies 
are used to increase frame rates. A very common srategy 
is to model each object, wit,h several levels of detail and to 
choose appropriate levels at each frame. The choice of a 
specific level of detail can depend on various factors: per- 
formances must not be obtained at the cost of an impor- 
tant degradation of image quality, except perhaps when the 
viewer moves rapidly inside the scene. We review some tech- 
niques for simplifying geometries as well as for selecting the 
resulting simplified objects. These techniques can be used 
to generate VRML data and to manipulate them. VRML 
could be used for various industrial applications if it could 
include such tools as well as elaborate methods for specifying 
behaviours, interactions and navigational tasks. 

Introduction 

In industrial applications we are interested in at the French 
Institute of Petroleum (such as engineering and more spccif- 
ically building of oil refineries), great amounts of data are 
generated. To achieve great int.eractivity on current graph- 
ics workstations, the number of displayed graphical entities 
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such as polygons must be bounded. We have tested vari- 
ous software packages to cope with such problems and we 
have been surprised by the inefficient approaches used in 
most of them and by the fact that many methods described 
in the literature are not avalailable today. We think that 
future versions of VRML could give interesting solutions to 
such problems. These solutions could be based on recent ad- 
vances in this field of work that we would like to summarize 
in this article. 

A met.hod for displaying more objects at interactive frame 
rates is to temporarily simplify the objects during 3D ma- 
nipulations and to restore complete geometries when objects 
are in a fixed position. Several levels of detail, i.e. several 
polygonal models of various complexities, can thus be pre- 
computed for each object and then the choice of the model 
to be displayed depends on the distance between the object 
and the viewer as in VRML 1.0. More elaborate criteria 
could be used. 

Usually, different levels of detail are obtained by simpli- 
fying (i.e. removing polygons from) a given initial model. 
Many methods can be used for achieving such a task. Simpli- 
fications of parametric surfaces are easy to obtain. For more 
general unstructured surfaces, various algorithms can be de- 
signed. Some can be very brute-force and dramatically re- 
duce the number of polygons of each model by subsampling 
points in a systematic way, without taking into account its 
topology and the curvature of specific regions. More elab- 
orate algorithms have been designed to retain as much as 
possible the specific features of the initial object. Unfor- 
tunately, these algorithms cannot guarantee in all cases a 
significant reduction of the number of polygons. 

The first part of this article gives a brief summary of 
some other methods for reducing the work of the graphics 
processors. 

In the second and main part of this article, we review the 
methods described in t.he literat,ure for performing geometric 
simplifications and WC compare their various benefits and 
disadvantages. We use one of these methods to generate 
from any OpenInvent.or scene several levels of detail that. 
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could be saved in VRML. Some examples can be found at 
URL: http://www.unitl-mlv.jr/~pajon. 

In the last part. of this article, wc rcvicw some criteria 
that can be used t.0 select. appr0priat.e levels of det.ail during 
visualizat,ion. Some of these crit,eria could be taken into 
account in future versions of VRML. We intend to include 
them in the viewer w&&u, of SDSC. 

In conclusion, we would like to stress the fact that in our 
mind and certainly in many other minds VRML must not 
only be a tool for describing 3D scenes but also for describ- 
ing how to navigate inside these scenes. In contrast to many 
graphical softwares like ruebspnce which provide prcclefincd 
navigational methods, we think that it would be very useful 
to be able to specify in some simple language the various 
methods that are available to explore 3D scenes. In partic- 
ular, it could bc interesting to imitate the way humans walk 
inside buildings by constraining t,hem to walk on specific de- 
limited surfaces. Such constraints can be specified but not 
always as simply as we would like in advanced virt,ual real- 
ity toolkits (such as Clovis of Medialab) we are testing at 
the French Institute of Petroleum with data provided by the 
leading French engineering company TECHNIP. 

1 Review of some strategies for interactive 
walkt hroughs 

Apart from the display of various levels of detail, there are 
other strategies for improving frame rates. We would like to 
stress three approaches which are based on the same idea. 
To alleviate the work of the graphics processors, they send 
only a fraction of the scene to them. This fraction is an esti- 
mated superset of the polygons that can be viewed. Unfor- 
tunately these methods are inefficient each time all objects 
are visualized. 

1. At. each frame, the viewing space is defined as a trun- 
cated pyramid in world coordinates. If the bounding 
box of an object is outside this space, t,his object can bc 
omitted by the graphics hardware. Such simple culling 
st,rategies are often very efficient and their systematic 
use can only be very helpful. They are available in 
some graphics libraries like Perjormer and Opednuverr- 
tor 01 SGI. 

2. In t.he design process, it is often easy to identify sep- 
arate worlds or universes that are invisible from each 
other. When the user is in one of these worlds, he 
cannot see anyone of the objects that lie inside an- 
other world and that therefore do not need to be sent 
to the graphics processors. To access from one world 
t.o another one, specific elements or portals can be de- 
fined. Such strategies have become very popular in 
virtual reality applications, in particular for building 
walkthroughs. 

3. Based on the previous idea, a more systematic ap- 
proach consists in subdividing t,he space int,o numerous 
cells and to precompute for each cell the set of all cells 
that are visible from it. The algorit.hms described in 
the litterature [1,4,13] are very specific to architectural 
models because they rely on the fact that most walls 
are aligned along two orthogonal axes. In this case, 
they are very efficient because they use precomputed 
structures to detect many invisible objects, and they 
avoid the storage in memory of the entire data, but. 
their usefulness in more general cases can be discussed. 

Various other visibility precomputations can be imag- 
ined but they can be very costly because of their high 
combinatorial complexity. 

2 Review of some algorithms for polygonal 
simplification 

2.1 Application Areas and Main Objectives 

In various applicat,ion areas, there is a need for simplifying 
polygonal models. We can make a distinction between two 
different. ways of generating data, by sensor acquisition or 
by modelling. 

Many data are obtained from physical objects by ac- 
quisition techniques such as 3D scanners. Medical scanners 
produce volume data giving the value of some physical prop- 
erty in each cell of a regularly subdivided parallelepipedic 
domain while laser range scanners produce clouds of points 
distributed on the scanned surfaces. Let us summarize the 
problems encountered in these two cases. 

Volume data contain very often millions of voxels (it is 
not uncommon to have more than 100 images of resolu- 
tion 512 x 512) that are often difficult to exploit with direct 
rendering methods, although many solutions exist now for 
some particular types of data, owing to a lot of algorith- 
mica1 research, some progresses in graphics hardware like 
3D-texturing and some efficient commercial softwares. It 
is often appropriate to extract surfaces of interest, and in 
particular polygonal models, from these data. The mod- 
els generated by most usual methods such as the hIarching 
Cubes algorithm contain too many polygons and cannot be 
efficiently rendered on many current machines. This is the 
case in particular for segmenting medical data or reverse- 
engineering. IIerc the main aim is really to replace an initial 
model by a more concise one that will be the only one to be 

analyscd. 
Range data are made of rectangular grids of distances 

from the sensor to an object. The grid spacings are inde- 
pendent. from the shape: of the object, such that regions of 
same extent with low or high curvature are digitized with 
the same number of points. In order to adapt the grid to 
the shape characteristics and to use as few points as possible 
to have a concise but accurate representation, simplification 
methods are required [3]. 

hlany other data are manually obtained by designers us- 
ing modelling software. In this case, generally the initial 
dat.a is always present in the visualization process and can 
be brought at any moment, allowing the user to concentrate 
on it and not on its simplified models. Such applications 
include interactive navigation through CAD data [9], visual 
simulators [8] and video-games. 

Alt.hough our main interest is in visualization of CAD 
data, the understanding of simplification techniques and 
strategies is improved by considering t.he particular features 
of the various preceding application areas. Depending on 
these arcas, various sets of rules and constraints can be used 
for modifying polygonal data. 

For example in which way are the initial topology and 
geometry respected ? 

Regarding topological constraints, WC can distinguish two 
broad classes of methods, according to the respect or not of 
the initial topology. Although it can seem very important 
to preserve topology in applications where focus is concen- 
trated on the simplified data, in other applications ( where 
t.hese data are visualized only temporarily during fast mo- 
tions until the initial model is restored for more profound ex- 
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amination) the topology has not to be prescrvecl absolutely. 
For example, in the algorithm described in [g], small distinct 
objects that are close can be merged toget,her, and any ob- 
ject can be reduced to a segment if its shape is elongated 
or to a point if its shape is spherical. A further distinc- 
tion [6] can be made bet,ween the methods that explicitly 
require input data to consist of only one mesh embedding a 
3manifold, or any l.ype of polygonal dat,a of various t,opolo- 
gies. 

Regarding geometrical constraints, there are also various 
strategies. For example, it can bc crucial in some casts 
to preserve sharp features and therefore to keep edges and 
points that contribute to these features. Such edges can be 
determined by identifying dihedral angles that. exceed some 
threshold value. 

To discuss the algorithms, we distinguish two classes of 
methods: 

1) Clustering Algorithm: an initial polygonal model 
is subsampled by regrouping primitives to form only one 
primitive in the final model. In this case. the two methods 
that will be described do not guarantee topology consistency. 

2) Iterative Algorithms: an initial polygonal model 
is simplified or adjusted step by step until sOme crit.eria arc 
fulfilled. A subset of the initial points is looked for. or a new 
surface can bc fitted to the initial points. 

Other distinctions can be made. III particular, some al- 
gorit.hms const.rain t,he final model t,o be made of a subset. 
of the initial points and some others do not. deal with such 
constraints and in this case it is possible 1.0 have old or new 
points in the final model. We can also not,ice that some al- 
gorithms have been adapted t.o allow a sort, of “cont.inuous 
interpolation” between diflerent levels of detail. The data 
structures required by these algorithms can also be consid- 
ered. 

We will also distinguish the way in which these methods 
deal with t,he two basic tasks t,hcy perform: modificat,ion of 
geometry (point positions) or connectivit,y. Either I.lrese two 
tasks are made simultaneously at each iterat.ion, or they are 
made successively in two separate steps. 

2.2 Clustering Algorithms 

In the two methods described in t.his section, the initial 
topology of the model is not constrained to be preserved in 
the coarser models. Old points can be replaced by a subset 
of t,hem or by new points, that can be computed by avcrag- 
ing methods (which have often the disadvant,age of reducing 
the size of the objects). 

2.2.1 Regular space partitioning [9] 

The basic idea of this algorithm c0nsist.s in regularly subdi- 
viding the bounding box of the scene and to merge ;nt.o one 
point the vertices which lie inside each of the cells of this 
subdivision. The resulting polygonal models have fewer ver- 
tices. This algorithm is effective in reducing the number of 
polygons very rapidly and it is easy to program as it requires 
only simple data structures and simple traversal of them. 
Continuous transit,ion from OIIC model to another is atlowctl. 
The shape of simple surfaces is preserved, bnt the topology 
of more complex objects can change during simplification 
and in particular holes can be int.roduced (aliasing efrects). 
This sampling process eliminates all details that are smaller 
than the size of the grid cell, independently from their sc- 
mantic importance, and it cannot suppress all redondancy: 
if a planar component, is made of polygons that. cxtentl over 

several cells, it cannot replace all these polygons by only one. 
Futhermore, resu1t.s are not invariant under translations or 
rotations of the model. 

We wrote two programs to test this algorithm. The GL 
library is used in the first one, which is faster than the second 
that was written in Openfnvcntor. This second program 
can bc used to save VRML files (o111y the header has to be 
modified I. 

Rcsuits of the first program are summarized in the ta- 
ble below and in a figure which can be found at URL: 
hllp://u~ww.univ-nalv.fr/~~ajotl/leveb.ryb. Three levels of 
detail are defined for two examples, a sphere and a mechan- 
ical part. We can notice that this algorithm introduces less 
holes in convex t.han in concave objects. 

The second program as well <u some resuhing VRIML 
scenes are available at. t.he same URL: hlt~://ton,ru.rrniu- 
rnlv.fi‘/mpajon. In these examples, we can see that this al- 
gorithm is not very eficient if it scparat,ely deals the very 
small components of some part or an oil refinery. 

2.2.2 Hierarchical object partitioning [lo] 

The idea of t,his algorit.hm is also to eliminate small details. 
Instead of removing all details contained inside cells of the 
same size, it replaces by one point. sets of points that are 
close to each other. To perform this operation, it stores 
points in a specific tree where each node admits as children 
a cluster of points characterized by a dissimilarity measure: 
the strongest dist,ance bet,ween any 1.~0 of these points. All 
1.11~ points in a cluster can be replaced by a representative if 
the corresponding dissimilarity measure is smaller than the 
smallest detail size chosen by the user. 

In contrast to the previous method, this method gives 
resu1t.s invariant to rigid mot.ion, as it relies on the intrin- 
sic spatial properties of the model and not on an arbitrary 
subdivision of space. The authors state that this method 
can only deal with small models comprising less than some 
hundreds of points because the building of the hierarchical 
clustering tree can take some time. As the preceding one, it 
doesn’t suppress all redundancy. An init,ial step performed 
with One of the following algorithms could be used for this 
task. 

2.3 Iterative Algorithms for Selecting a Sub- 
part of a Set of Initial Points 

2.3.1 Decimation of triangle meshes [12] 

The basic approach starts from a given polygonal model and 
then tries to improve this model by progressively removing 
points from it and by filling with less triangles the holes thus 
created. The criterion for removing a point is its distance 
to a plane approximating the surface where its neighboring 
points are lying. If this distance is smaller than a specified 
value, the point, is a candidat,e for removal. But it will be 
removed only if it. is possible to find two vertices of the 
border of t.hc hole such t.hat. t.hc “split, plane” which contains 
these point.s and which is ort.hogonal t,o t,hc average plane is 
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not intersected by the border edges of t,he 11ole. Arbitrary 
topologies are accepted and preserved by this algorithm. For 
exemple, an edge that is shared by more than two triangles 
is acceptable but it will not be removed. Each iteration 
modifies both geometry and connectivity. 

2.3.2 Adaptive Subdivision, Polygon Growth 

PI 
These methods have been described in the case of quadri- 
lateral meshes commonly obtained in 3D digitizing tech- 
niques. Particular algorithms have been devised in this case. 
Rectangular areas of points are approximated by polygons. 
An adaptive algorithm allows to recursively subdivide such 
polygons if they do not satisfy some fitting criterion. Con- 
versely, polygon growt.11 algorithms allow to combine several 
polygons together until this same criterion is not satisfied. 

2.4 Iterative Algorithms for Fitting Sur- 
faces to a Set of Initial Points 

The following algorithms are restricted to surface meshes. 

2.4.1 Mesh Optimization [7] 

As in preceding iterative approaches, the algorithm starts 
from an initial polygonal mesh, that is progressively modi- 
fed to contain less vertices while preserving the initial shape. 
These two criteria are expressed in a mathematical way in 
order to allow numerical algorithms to be explicitly per- 
formed. The topology and geometry of the mesh are consid- 
ered separately. For a fixed mesh, an inner, continuous min- 
imization is made by varying locally the geometry, i.e. by 
modifying the location of some points. For a fixed geometry, 
an outer, discrete minimization is made by using three basic 
transformations (edge collapse, edge split and edge swap) 
for varying the mesh structure. Local heuristics are used 
to simplify the inner minimization algorit.hm. Nevertheless, 
this algorithm seems to involve complex computations. 

2.4.2 Re-Tiling [14] 

The retiling algorit.hm is a multi-step process that. gener- 
at,es from an initial mesh a more concise representation. In 
an initial step, an arbitrary number of points (that will be 
the points of the surface that is looked for) is randomly dis- 
tributed on the initial surface. These points are then sub- 
mitted to repulsive forces that move them farther from each 
other in order to distribute them more evenly. This pro- 
cess can be adaptive to concentrate more points in regions 
of high curvature. These points are then added to the ini- 
tial ones to form a muttrol tessellation. The old points are 
then removed as in the decimation algorithm. Continuous 
interpolation from the initial model to the simplified one is 
possible. As in the previous algorithm, but in a very dilfcr- 
ent way (in two succesive steps and not. in two imbricat.ed 
loops) the two essential steps of this algorithm (location of 
new points on the surface by point repulsion, generation of a 
new mesh by mutual tessellation) allow to deal separately, in 
two successive steps (in contrast to the previous algorithms), 
with t,he geometry and then the connectivity of t.he mesh. 

2.4.3 Deformable Models [3] 

The basic idea is to approximate a set of points by a de- 
formable mesh, which has initially a simple shape (a sphere 
or a cylinder for example) and which is progressively de- 
formed to fit the dat.a. This mesh is at.tracted towards the 
points of interest by forces that decrease at each iteration in 
order to minimize an energy functional. If these points form 
a surface, the final mesh gives a concise representation of 
this surface, as its number of points can be fixed arbitrarly 
low. Interactive tools allow also to add more points, to con- 
centrate points on some regions, to cut the mesh and change 
its topology in order to obtain a more accurate fitting. To 
allow real time computations, a special class of mesh is used, 
a Z-simplex mesh: each vertex has a three-connectivity (it 
is linked to three vertices), which leads to hexagonal faces. 
This algorithm proceeds in exactly the reverse order of the 
preceding one: it deals first with the connectivity and second 
with t.he geomet.ry of the mesh. 

3 Management of levels of detail in real- 
time visualization 

Many approaches can be used to select levels of detail and 
to make transitions between them. The software designer 
must take care of the various strategies that will be at the 
disposal of the user as well as of the degree of control that 
will be left to him in order to adapt these strategies to his 
specific needs. 

We can list here some alternatives that can be thought 
of and some proposed solutions. 

Is there an opt.imal number of levels of detail for each 
application ? Can it be comput.ed ? Can the user 
choose this number ? Usually there are approximately 
four or six Icvcls of detail, which can include the ini- 
tial model, its convex hull, its bounding-box, its center 
point and no point at all. A great number of levels of 
detail can require huge storage capabilities. 

Are all objects displayed wit.11 the same level of de- 
tail as is done in some softwares (such as Review of 
CadCclltre or Megovision or bf MatraDatavision) or 
is each object displayed with a particular level of de- 
tail depending on its charact,eristics and its location ? 
This second solution seems preferable. Let us consider 
now this option. 

Which rule can be used to change the level of detail of 
a particular object ? The most basic approach is to 
make it depend only on the distance of this object to 
the viewer as is done in visual simulators or on the size 
in pixels of each object (the two cases are the same if all 
objects have identical size). hlore complex functions 
than this distance can be evaluated at each visualiza- 
tion step in order to determine which level of detail to 
use. A general framework has been established in [5] 
to describe the situation and design efficient strategies. 
For each object 0, let us suppose that several levels of 
detail L and several rendering algorithms R are avail- 
able and that with each “tuple” (0, L, R) we can as- 
sociate a benefit B(0, L, R) and a cost C(0, L, R). To 
have the maximum of detail while maintaining some 
selected frame rate, the set S of “t.uples” to be chosen 
must maximize the benefit. C, B(0, L, R) with the 

constraint that Es C(0, L, R) < ‘TargetFrameRate. 
Another constraint is that. IIO object can be rendered 
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several times. B(0, L, R) mainly depends on the per- 
ceived size of object 0 but it, can also depend on the 
accuracy on its represent,at,ion, its particular mean- 
ing in the application, its location relative to the cen- 
ter of the window, etc. C(0, L, R) depends on the 
number of polygons and points that are displayed as 
well as on the number of pixels covered by 0. This 
constrained optimization problem guarantees a con- 
stant frame rate without degracling t.oo much the im- 
age quality, but it is NP-complete as t.his is a cou- 
tinuous multiple choice knapsack problem. A greedy 
algorithm to approximate the solution it is to calculate 
the function B(0, L, R)/C(O, L, R) for each tuple and 
to select the tuples that have the highest values until 
t.he maximum cost is reached. Frame to frame coher- 
ence can be used to update this fun&on incrementally 
at each step. 

Is it possible to use fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms 
to ease the implement,ation of the preceding met,hods, 
as is suggested by some aut.hors [ll] ? 

Let us suppose that the only used criterion for switch- 
ing models is distance. Is it possible to compute auto- 
matically at which distances switchings can be made ? 
Can simple rules be applied to obtain these distances 
? Can they change during animation ? Futhermorc. 
which rule can we apply to select the part of polygons 
that is retained from one distance to the following ? 
In [8], the author suggests to divide space into several 
parts of equal sizes (except perhaps the two regions 
nearest to the user, that can be two t,imes smaller) and 
to reduce polygon density in proportion to the square 
of the distance. 

We can notice also that such computations of distances 
can be made either in real time during visualization or 
in an initial step in the following manner for example: 
the space is subdivided into cubes of equal size and t,o 
each one of these cubes we associate for each object t.hc 
level of detail that is appropriate. Objects contained 
in a cube would appear in full detail when the viewer 
is in this cube while objects that, are farther on can be 
rendered with less details or no det.ail at. all. 

As said previously, a more const,raining and efficient. 
rule than distance comparision for selecting levels of 
detail would be for example to bound the maximal 
number n of polygons that can be displayed. in order 
to achieve a constant frame rate. A proposed solu- 
tion would be the following. If there are five levels of 
detail, the last one consisting of void models, we can 
define for each of them an arbitrary maximum number 
of polygons such that these numbers comes to n.. Let. 
us suppose also that the objects are ordered according 
t,o t.heir distances t.o t.he viewer. It. is t.hen easy to asso- 
ciate the first, level of detail with t,he first objcct,s until 
the number of cumulated polygons is greater than the 
specified bounding number, and so on for t.he following 
objects and the other levels of detail. This algorithm 
is simpler than the one described in the previous ses- 
sion and it can give perhaps unnecessarily less details, 
as the maximum number of polygons for each level of 
detail is fixed. We intend to include t,his algorithm in 
the VRML browser urebc~iru~ of SDSC. 

How to prevent transitions from one level of detail 1.0 
another from being too disCracting to the user ? In [B], 
the author suggests to progressively replace a more and 

more t.ransparent object by a more and more opaque 
object. In order to avoid continual switching between 
two models when for example the viewer turns around 
the same object while maintaining approximately the 
same distance, the author suggests also to have two 
switching distances for each transition, the first one for 
allowing more detail and the second one for removing 
it. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we reviewed some geometry simplification tech- 
niques which are described in some recent. papers and which 
seem to be promising for interactive navigation in volumi- 
nous data. h4ethods for exploiting the resulting levels of 
detail are also summarized. 

There are two main classes of simplifying algorithms. Ei- 
ther they remove redundant polygons while respecting the 
initial topology of given surfaces but in this way there is 
some limit to polygon reduction, or they can bc more brute- 
force by removing features of any size and even by reducing 
entire objects to almost nothing. These two types of meth- 
ods have their own advant,ages. There is clearly a need for 
soft,warc t.ools which allow a full range of simplification re- 
sults, and a lot of work remains to be done to choose the 
best algorithms from many existing ones in each class, to 
improve them, and to combine them in integrated software 
packages, which must answer the particular needs of various 
application areas (virtual reality, visual simulation, games, 
but also medicine, computational fluid dynamics where fi- 
nite elements computat.ions can be made in grids obtained 
from real data, etc). Difficult compromises have to be made 
to conciliate high quality rendering with high frame rates, 
especially in virtual reality applications where small user’s 
motions are constantly recorded. The situation is simpler 
in desktop svstems, where detailed models can be displayed 
when there is 110 user’s action. 

Nowadays, many modelers offer some tools for simpli- 
fying data (i\iulliCen of Software Systems, SD-Studio of 
Autodesk, Explore of Wavefront), which can then be used 
by visual simulation or virtual reality toolkits (Performer 
of SGI. I’ega of Paradigm Simulation, Cloth of Me- 
dialab). Some virtual reality toolkits ( WorldToolKit of 
Sells&, dYS of DIVISION) m&de their own utilities for 
achieving such tasks. 

Some visualisation tools for engineering data (Review of 
CadCentre, 3DZS’ of IBM) integrate also automatic sim- 
plification and levelling tools, which eases the final user’s 
task. But these t,ools do not have the flexibility of virtual 
realit,y toolkits which can be used to build a large set of in- 
teractive experiment,s and to perform various human factors 
st.udies. 

Methods for generaring levels of detail and for using them 
to accelerate frame rates are very different from one software 
package to another, and many research resu1t.s do not seem 
to have been fully exploited yet. In particular, continuous 
interpolation from one model to another one (a particular 
case of morphing) is not usually found in these packages. We 
hope that satisfying solutions will be available very soon. In 
particular, we think that future VRML specifications give a 
good opportunity to unify the various approaches described 
in t.he lit.craturc and t.o exploit the most interesting features 
of each of them. 

We also think that apart from the way large amounts 
of data are managed in a VRML visualization tool it could 
be interesting to specify in VRML the way navigation is 
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done. For example, navigat,ion can be constraiuctl IO som: 
surfaces in such a way that, the viewer stays always at. the 
same dist,ance of this surface and cannot leave this surface 
as if he was in a room. In the same way, hyperlinks between 
3D scenes arc a way of specifying how this observer can 
navigate from a place to another one. In typical virtual 
reality applications, transit.ions from a world to anot.her are 
only possible if the viewer can really reach some specific 
object. in 3D world and not if he can select a ?D location in 
a 2D view. Such specific behaviors of the program have to be 
made possible in VRML to adapt it to realistic walkthroughs 
inside buildings. 

Marc generally we think that one of the main iuterests 
of a language such as VRML is t,he abilit,y t,o specify the be- 
haviour of a program by providing in a simple language all 
the informations it needs to perform this behaviour. Nowa- 
days, the behaviour of a program is ordinarily specified in 
one of t.hcse two ways: either this program has been built 
to achieve a set of predcfined behaviors or, less frequently, 
the user of this program must give it the ability t,o achieve a 
suitable behaviour by writing some complex code that can 
be interpreted or recompiled. Obviously a simpler solutiou 
would be to use a simple language to specify complex bc- 
haviours. Will VRML become such a language ? 

The OpcnInventor format of Silicon Graphics or MAZ 
format of DIVISION are some examples for specifying in- 
teractions with objets or behaviours of objects (with t.he 
notion of engine in OpenInvcnt.or). But. in such formats as 
well as in VRML 1.0 navigational tasks arc not. specified 
but depend on the visualization programs that. are used as 
if these were ordinary tasks that could be performed in some 
standard ways, as is done for example in ulehupuce or mcb- 
view. In contrast, we think that such tasks deserve a lot 
of attention and could be specified in a simple ext.ension of 
VRML 1.0. 
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